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May yet fall under the shadow
Let the dragon ride again on the winds of time
and it came to pass in those days as it had come before and would come again that the dark lay heavy on the land and weighed down the hearts of men and the green
things failed and hope died charal drianaan te calamon the cycle of the dragon
In the field of merrilor the rulers of the nations gather to join behind rand al thor or to stop him from his plan to break the seals on the dark one s prison which may be a
sign of his madness or the last hope of humankind egwene the amyrlin seat leans toward the former in andor the trollocs seize caemlyn in the wolf dream perrin
aybara battles slayer approaching ebou dar mat cauthon plans to visit his wife tuon now fortuona empress of the seanchan all humanity is in peril and the outcome will
be decided in shayol ghul itself the wheel is turning and the age is coming to its end the last battle will determine the fate of the world
For twenty years the wheel of time has enthralled more than forty million readers in over thirty two languages a memory of light brings this majestic fantasy creation to
its richly satisfying conclusion working from notes and partials left by robert jordan when he died in 2007 and consulting with jordan s widow who edited all of jordan s
books established fantasy writer brandon sanderson has recreated the vision jordan left behind
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